Pamla’s Books
The Soul Book
Pamla lived in Minneapolis, Minnesota at the time this book was written. At the time she
was working for 23 police departments and was in the newspaper, on radio and television
often. Pamla was founder/owner of the Institute of Metaphysical Sciences at the time and
teaching Psychic Development & Spiritual Awareness Classes. She was contacted by a
sports reporter, who asked her to predict an upcoming game, which he published in the
Tribune.
He became very interested in Pamla’s work and how she did it. He spent a great deal of
time at her home. One day he said, “I have a hundred questions for the Spirit World!”
The project for The Soul Book began. Pamla went into a trance state and the reporter
asked her teacher in spirit his questions.
After much editing in order to put all of the material into an understandable and simple
form, the book was completed. The Soul Book answers a lot of the questions we all have
about the spirit world and the workings of this “psychic gift/talent.”
We have all wondered:
*Did I choose this life before I was born?
*What happens when we die?
*What if someone commits suicide?
*Do we become all knowing after we die?
*How does the spirit world communicate with the earth?
*What does it mean to read an aura?
*What are earth bound spirits? Are they evil? Can they harm us?
*and much, much more…….
Purchase The Soul Book today at www.thevoiceofspirit.com and get the answers to
your questions. You can order your copy today using your pay pal account or your credit
card.

The Age of Oneness – A Michael Book
One day Pamla’s former husband, Bruce asked Pamla’s spirit teacher, Michael if there
were certain ages that all people of the Earth experience an opportunity to open their
Spiritual Awareness. Michael began to explain to Bruce that there are two kinds of
people on the Earth, the livers and the existers. The livers live their Spirituality and the
existers merely exist in life experiencing the material world.
Michael explained that most people shut down their spirit to its world at the age of five.
There is an opportunity to open it again at the age of 11-13 or as the child enters puberty.
If the opportunity is not taken, one must wait until 17, 21, 30 and so forth. Michael
describes what life is like for those who choose to open to their spirit and for those who
do not.

The entire book is the actual dialog between Bruce and Michael. As you read the dialog
you will see your own life and the lives of others following the patterns set forth in the
book. Is it too late for you? Order The Age of Oneness- A Michael Book today at
www.thevoiceofspirit.com to find out. You can order today using your pay pal account
or credit card.

The Miracle of the I Am
This may be a very small book, but it carries a very large message. At the age of 24
Pamla had her first near death experience. At the time, she was shown that God is a
creative energy force, all knowing, that thinks. This God was made up of concepts, 13 of
them, but did not know what it was. So, God took portions of itself, called them Spirit,
and made an agreement with them to go forth and experience one of its concepts. God
said, “because I have free will and you are a part of me, you too have free will, therefore
you choose where, when, how, and with whom you want to experience my concept. You
only have to do one thing, keep my concept in perfect balance.”
Many Spirits came upon the Earth at different times to experience God’s concepts and
attempted to keep them in perfect balance. Thirteen Spirits accomplished just that and
became what is now known as The Christ Consciousness, a level of consciousness, not a
man. These 13 also were a part of starting the 13 world religions. Learn what the concept
are and the 13 that held them in the most perfect balance throughout their lives on Earth.
This book is a channeling of the thirteen parts of the Christ Consciousness, who were
asked to address the issue of world peace. Each responds to the question from their point
of view, leaving life lessons for all of us to follow. You can order today at
www.thevoiceofspirit.com using your pay pal account or credit card.

Words of Wisdom – Volumes 1-3
Pamla believes that once you understand the workings of the universe and how to
communicate with those on other levels of consciousness, there is no information you can
not access. She chose to prove this by asking her spirit teachers to bring forth many
different personalities from Sprit so that her students could ask them questions.
This was their way of testing the Sprit World. They asked questions that Pamla herself
did not know the answers too. Pamla is a full sleep trance medium and was herself on a
mission to prove the continuity of life. One of her students transcribed the sessions and
they were placed into Words of Wisdom. All three volumes are bound into one notebook
for ease in reading.
The wisdom contained in these volumes is timeless. These are volumes that you will read
again and again, for each time you read them they speak to you in a different way. This is
a continuous learning experience that will keep your interest for a very long time. Order
today at www.thevoiceofspirit.com using your pay pal account or your credit card.

